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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

CIVAUX event: appearance of a leak due to a through wall crack in 1500h

� Longitudinal crack at the extrados of the bend (crack length : 180mm)

� Damage in the mixing tee and the tee junction

� Damage in the straight sections of piping

RHRS CIVAUX 1 
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

Two important questions :

� How a damage could appear so quickly ?

� How, for several cracks, the propagation could be so deep, until the 

entire thickness of the pipe ?
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

Crack initiation and thermal stripping (i.e. surface damage) is a well 

know phenomenon linked to the thermal fluctuations:

� The temperature difference between the cold and hot fluids in entry of 

the mixing tee junction was significant in CIVAUX (until 160°C)

� The mixture is turbulent and takes a long time to establish

� Elephant skin type of damage is observed

This damage is well understood and explained by important temperature 

difference between cold and hot water flow
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

At the opposite, deep crack propagation is not common:

� Before the CIVAUX event, it was commonly admitted that the thermal 

stripping led to a crack initiation, then an arrest of the crack propagation 

(after 1 or 2 mm) 

�A better knowledge of the CIVAUX thermal loading was rapidly identified as  

the key issue of this thermal fatigue crack propagation problem

� In particular, low frequency thermal loading were suspected to explain the 

rapid through thickness crack propagation

But what could be the origins of these low frequency loadings ?
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

Complete Hydro-Thermo-Mechanical  analysis were performed

� With the objective to understand the loading imposed to the structure

� L.E.S. approach in Thermo-Hydraulics

� Thermo-elastic calculation of stresses in Thermo-mechanic

Thermo-hydraulics calculations showed

� Large temperature fluctuation in the
mixing area

� Cold flow instabilities, depending on the
boundary conditions

�Cold flow moving from one flank of the other
for some configurations in some cases

� In other cases, cold flow remains at the elbow
intrados
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

With instabilities, stress analysis in the elbow showed:

� Observation of significant variation of stress with low frequencies

� Important membrane stress variation, explaining the deep crack 
propagation of the initiated cracks
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Introduction: recall of the CIVAUX event

Main conclusions of this numerical analysis:

� High level of turbulences has been the cause of thermal stripping

� Alone it could not explain thought the thickness crack propagation :  for 
high frequencies crack are stopped after a short propagation

� Turbulence associated with particular geometries of the flow may be the 
natural origin of low-frequency instability

� In a general case, the low-frequency instability could be damped (stable 
flow) or amplified within the flow geometry (linking of different bends)

� Additional root causes could explain this very fast damage

�Variable, multi-axial low amplitude stress fluctuation

�Mean stress due to mean temperature and pressure

�Geometrical and material singularities (unflushed welds)

The capability of modeling these flow configurations is the key issue in 
order to anticipate such problems, take the disposal to avoid them



Overview of the problem: Expertise and 
R&D in support of the understanding
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Expertise and R&D in support of the understanding

Expertise of all RHRS piping circuits:
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Expertise of all RHRS piping circuits shows:

� Evidence of thermal fatigue damage in many cases 

� Large influence of the mixing configuration on the crack behavior

�Observed crack depth is largely depending on mixing configuration

�∆T is not the only relevant parameter – loading spectrum is also important

�One very particular case : CIVAUX

Expertise and R&D in support of the understanding
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Large amount of R&D was performed following CIVAUX event:

� Large programs including thermo hydraulics, mechanics and material 

� In mechanics and material fields, large work performed in order to 

characterize damage and cracking appearance

�Characterization of loading impact: multi-axiality, multiple amplitudes, 

large number of cycles, mean stresses…

�Material damage

characterization

�Quantification of degrading

parameters such as surface

roughness, welds, geometrical

singularities

Expertise and R&D in support of the understanding
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But main questions remain on the loading characterization:

� Precise knowledge of the hole thermal solicitation

�Knowledge of the load amplitude and spectrums transmitted from the fluid 

to the structure

�Knowledge of the affected zones

�Knowledge of the impact of flow configuration (mixing ratios, velocity, 

boundary conditions…) 

� Two main questions with large difficulties at both experimental and 

modeling levels:

� Is it possible to model with a good confidence the flows in mixing areas? 

(question on modeling capability and validation)

� Is it possible to deduced from these models a good evaluation of thermal 

loading transmitted to the structure? (question on heat exchange)

Expertise and R&D in support of the understanding
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In this context, very large interest in benchmarks:

� Confrontation between experimental and numerical results

� Improvement, validation of both results

� Comparison of models, numerical approach between themselves

�Exchanges, improvements

�Confidence in results

�…

� Two benchmark of interest within the thermal fatigue framework

�OECD benchmark devoted to fluid flow determination in a mixing area

�NULIFE benchmark proposition devoted to heat exchange between the fluid 
and the solid

Two complementary subjects with a general objective to improve our 
knowledge of thermal fatigue in mixing areas

Expertise and R&D in support of the understanding



Conclusions:
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� Large expertise and R&D efforts performed following the CIVAUX event

�Leaking crack in a mixing zone of the RHRS circuit

�Difficult questions on the effective thermal loading allowing that fast 
initiation and crack propagation through the thickness

�Fatigue damage is explained by the large temperature fluctuations

�But one explanation for propagation could be low frequency instabilities

� Expertise of all RHRS piping circuits shows a large influence of the 
mixing configuration (for the same ∆T)

�A good knowledge of the thermal loading (in time and in space) is thus a key 
issue to understand thermal fatigue damage in mixing areas

� In this context, predictive capabilities are important for both design and plant 
monitoring

�Benchmark confrontations are important to improve our modeling

Conclusions
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